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Sampling may be defined as that method of gathering infor• 

mation about a specified population or universe whereqy the popula

tion is divided into a set of mutually exclusive and exhaustive units 

and a subset of these units are selected to represent the whole popula

yion. The significance of the word "area" in the title of this paper 

is that the units into which the population has been divided are areas 

of land of a certain pre-determined size. 

From the selected units information is then gathered in some 

detail and expansion of this information is made up to the population 

level with the hope that the information collected from the sampled areas 

is representative of conditions occurring in the population. Since in 

most populations the material about which information is required dis

plays dissimilarities from one unit to the next, it is not the case 

that conditions occurring in the population can be estimated with per

fect accuracy by the expansions made from the sampling units. If there 

were no dissimilarities among the units (e.g. a county contained only 

one mapping unit), or if the material in our population were so thor

oughly intermixed so that every unit contained the same amount of each 

type of material found in the county then there would be no problem of 

sample selection since one unit selected in any manner whatsoever, 

would supply complete information about the whole population. The one 

unit would be completely representative of soil and land characteristics 

in the population. 

As everyone here is aware, the material dealt with in the 

Conservation Needs Inventory is neither similar throughout the popula

tion (in our case a county) nor is it thoroughly intermixed. No matter 

what size of unit the population is divided into, there will exist 
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dissimilarities amongst the units so that nothing less than a 100% 

s"implo of the population will be able to estimate "ill soil bre::kdmms 

with complete accuracy. A sample can provide a relatively inexpensive 

and quick method of providing estim"ites which will be sufficient for 

estimating conservation needs although certainly not of sufficient 

accuracy to moot the needs which "i complete soil survey is expected to 

fulfill. 

The definition of sampling stated in part is that " •••• a sub

set of these units are selected to represent the whole population". How 

this subset of units is to be selected is a crucial det~rLunant of the 

precision which can be achieved by our sample estimates and much of the 

mathematical theory of sampling is concerned with this questiono 

Certain methods of selection which at first appear to fill the bill 7 

such as deliberate selection of those units which in the opinion of an 

expert appear to bo ropresentativo 9 or tho casual or haphazard selection 

of units with no particular scheme or model in mind~ can be shown (and 

has been shown) to give samples having serious biases in them. Any 

sample where an individual's judgment is allowed to determine which 

units shall be selected will consequently reflect tho biases of that 

individual's judgment. This is not to say 9 of course 9 that oxpurt 

opinion and judgment is of no value in selecting a sample 9 It is just 

that this judgment and experience should enter the sample survey at 

other points than the final selection of units to be included in the 

sample. 

The simplest and only universal way of avoiding biases in the 

selection process is the use of a method whereby every unit in the popu

lation has a known and independent probability of entering the sample 
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s.nd s&ch unit is drs.vm into tho s&mplc 1.,ri th this prob&bility. In our 

c&so wo cs.n assUI!"e th&t s.ll units in the populs.tion will be assignud 

s.n equal probe.bility of being chose, although in genoral this need not 

be the case. When s. sample is selected in s.ccordance to the s.bove 

scheme, the sample is said to bo random. It is possible hov1ever 9 to put 

restrictions upon tho randomness of the sample without affecting tho 

validity of the selection. Such a restricted procedure will be dis

cussed shortly. 

As an example of a probs.bili ty ss.mple 9 suppose He hs.vc a 

county of 400,000 acres ~:md vJO wish to choose a 4% samplE.' (16~000 

acres)~ and that we hs.ve decidod to use a sampling unit of 100 acres 

)giving a sample of 160 units). The procedure would be to divide our 

county (by means of a grid, for instance) into 4 9000 units of 100-acres 

each, and assign each unit o. probability of 1/4,000 of entering the 

sample. Our next step would thon be to choose 160 units from th0 4 9 000, 

~my ps.rticuls.r unit hsving 1 chance in 4,000 of boing chosen before the 

selection begins. We could accomplish this selection by first numbering 

all tho units in s.ny arbitrary fashion, then for oach numbered. unit 

pl~cing s. ball containing the same number into an urn and nuxing the 

balls thoroughly, Nexts> 160 of these balls aro selected from the urn, 

and the units corresponding to the balls selected constitute the sample. 

Fortunately, it is not necessary to go through this precess 

of drawing balls from tho urn~ since tables of random nurr1bers generated 

by electronic machines are avail£ble and it is merely nocossary to 

select 160 numbers between 1 ~nd 4,000 from the ts.bles to achieve a 

random sample. 

i;Jhether or not a s~mplG will give rt:sults which are suffi-
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cicntly representative of the population depends upon whether or not 

errors introduced by the sarr.pling procedure are sufficiently srna.ll not 

to inva.lids.te the results for the purposes for vhich they a.re desired. 

Since the population is composed of dissimila.r units the sa.mpla cs.nnot 

be completely representative of the whole population. Tho errors occurr

ing are termed ra.ndom sampling errors. Their magnitude will depend 

upon the size of the ss.r.plo 9 the variability of the ma.teria.l sa.mplcd 9 

the sampling procedure adopted 9 and the methods used in calculating: 

the results. Although va.riability of the rr6terial cs.nnot be directly 

controlled it ca.n be counteracted by increased sample size 9 by use of 

certain sar-:pling procedur;as 9 s.nd by certain methods of calculs. ting the 

rGsults which utilize outside information. 

One gros.t advants.go of using a ss.mpling procedure ths.t is 

rs.ndom is the fs.ct that estinates of the sa!npling error involved (s.nd 

honco of the precision of the estimate) cs.n be derived from tho san;plo 

itself, Thus 9 we s.re in the position of not only hs.ving estimates of 

the tots.ls for the me.torhl in the populoltion, but of s.lso having some 

ide'l ::ts to the precision of these estimates. \iJe ce,n use these estimates 

of precision to ms.ke probs.bility sts.tements s.bcut the true value we were 

estimating. As s.n exanple of this procedure 9 suppose cur estimate of 

soil sepe.rs.tion x from e. 4% sample for s. particular county we.s 10~900, 

acres, and suppose tho ss.mpling srror (in terms of tho standard divis.tion 

of tho total) we.s 2 9 000 acres 9 then the chs.nces are roughly 2 to 1 that 

the true value lies botwe<.m 8,000 and 12,000 acres, roughly 19 to 1 

that the true valu0 lies between 6,000 and 14,000 acrss and roughly 99 

to 1 that it lies between 4,000 e.nd 16 9 000 acros. 

It must also b<J statod the.t tho width of the: intervs.l within 

which wo oxpect the truG popub.tion ve.luo to lie is also a function of 
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the degree to which the results have to be broken down and results of 

the same precision can be achieved by a far smallor se;mplo 1.-:hcn one is 

dealing with a large population then would bo necessary if d~tailed 

results for different parts of the population are requiredu Thus 9 while 

a two percent sample might give adequate estimates of county totals 9 

it 1.rill net provide estir:atos of the same precision for 9 say, a \vatsr

shed within the countyo If estimates of tho same fixed precision are 

desired for a smaller subsection of the total population, the sample 

within ths.t subsection 1,.,rill havu to be supplemented. 

It has been shm·m both by means cf Lathematical sts.tistics 

and by er,:pirica.l sampling studies t!>..at the sanp4.ing orror of an estimate 

varies inv·Jrsely as the square root of the sample size., Thus in tho 

exaeple cited above, if we desired to reduce the sampling error frora 

29 000 acres to 1,000 a.cres 9 it would be nece:ssa.ry to quadruple the 

saunpling size. If we had have had a 4% sample of 160 units giving us 

a sampling error of 2 9000 ::teres it would take 640 sa.Lpling units to 

give us a sampling error of 1,000 acres. Obviously, we quickly reach 

a point whore time and resources available limit tho amount of reduc

tion in sampling error that can be achieved by increasing the size of 

the sampleo 

One other .r.-:othod of decreasing sampling error ( a much less 

expensive way) is to uso the judgment of an expert to stratify the 

population into hur.'Dgencous sub-populations (called strata) from which 

independent random samples will be drawn. This entrance of expert 

judgment into tho sample selection does not caus& any bias in the 

estimate, and, while restricting the randor.azaticn to the subpopula

tions, can achieve some reduction in sampling error. If the sane pro-
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portion is sampled from each stratum, differences between strata will 

'be eliminated fron the sampling error. Large reductions in ss.rpli.lf 

error can be achieved only where the population can be divided in such 

a way that large differences in the quantities we are estimating occur 

between at least some of the strata. It is plann,.::d to usc strata com

posod of snall compact geographical areas of (in most cases) 4900 acres 

with th0 proviso that these strata boundaries be made to coincide with 

land resource area boundaries wherever the boundaries are deemed to 

have real meaning as far as differences in conservation neods are con

curned. 

Besides tending to reduce sampling nrror, stratification 

also insures that the sample will be evenly distributed throughout 

the whole county and that it is possible to got separate esti~Btes for 

land resource areas falling within the county. This can be achicvod 

simply by combining estimates for all those strata falling within thG 

land resource area. 

It should be noted that it is necessary to select at least 

two sampling units from each straturr! in order to get a valid estimate 

of sampling error, but, good approxirrations for sar-_pling error can be 

achL;ved even if only one sampling unit is locat(Jd in ...;ach stratum. 

One other method of reducing sampling error is the use of 

outside information in calculation of the estimates. Thus, in those 

counties that havo bo<:-n ps.rtially surveyed (either in block mapping, 

or in individual far~ ~apping) this inforn~tion will be used in com

piling estimates to help reduce sa~pling error. 

Something should also bG said abcut the choice of the sar.<pl

ing unit to be used in the Northeast. Beth werG chosen on th0 b&sis 
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of information derived from a pilot study cs.rried out en thrGe count

ies; Livingston and Tioga in Nm..r York 9 and Frederick in Jviaryland; 

in all of which there had previously been a completed soil survey. 

The sizo of ss.mpling unit chased was that size which gave the highest 

precision for a fixed budget. This optimum size of unit dopends both 

upon the distribution of the particular soil separation being esti

mated B.nd thi;..) \vS.Y in which various costs arise in tho ss.Rpling, r.:apping 9 

and n:easuring processes. Thus it was necessary to deterr::ino a s9.L1pling 

1.mit that would 9 making specific assumptions about costs, yield an 

optimum on tho s.verage. 

While the choice of the sampling rate was an arurrinistra

tive decision in which desired precision had to bo balanced against 

the manpower and funds avs.ilable to do the job, cstiret0s of the 

average precision obtainable with difforont sanpling rstos, along with 

some idea of the relative cost of achieving theso different rates 

wore obtained from the pilot study. 

It was decided in the Northeast to usu a 100-acrE., sa.opling 

unit and to draw a 4% ss.nplv from cs.ch county. In case it is not 

possible to complete the napping of a 4% sanplc within tho tir:1c set 

out for completion of tho field work and with th0 ms.npCM\T available, 

the saraplc will be drawn in tho form of t1,..ro independent 2% sarnples. 

Thus, if time and manpower make it possiblo to conplete only a 2% 

sarDpl8 9 vs.lid estimat;:;s of populstion quantitios slong with ostir:ates 

cf the precision can be obtained from this SS.I•iplu. 

In ordor to examino the accuracy obts.ins.ble with a relatively 

sr.:s.ll sar1plc 9 we shall look s.t tho results obtained by using a 2 1/2% 

s::mple of 40-acre units taken fron Frederick s.nd Tioga counties. The 
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stratification used here was nuch coarser than th~t being used in 

the survey itself~ strata being 16~000 acres rathor than 4,900 acres. 

There was also no attempt rr~~e to use land resource areas as a ~~ide 

to setting up strata • 


